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Potential for AI: 
“Great optimism about AI and 
machine learning in their potential to 
improve people’s lives by helping 
solve some of the world’s greatest 
challenges and inefficiencies” (Executive 

Office of the President, 2016: 1)

BUT, ML algorithms often make biased 
predictions (Cowgil and Tucker 2019)

Are AI and Labor Substitutes or 
Complements? (Bessen et al. 2019, Aghion et al., 

2017; Autor, 2015; Benzell et al., 2015)

Our Thesis: 
Human capital and ML can be complementary in the face biased predictions 
resulting from strategically incomplete inputs into the ML algorithm



“The USPTO examiners 
do not always identify 
the most relevant prior 
art, which has resulted 
in granting some 
patents that may not 
meet the statutory 
requirements for 
patentable inventions”, 
GAO report 2016

USPTO considering adopting ML technology to help adjudicate patents 
• Increase speed and quality



But, Patent Writers are Strategic

2/3 of prior art citations on granted patents are inserted by examiners (Alcacer & Gittelman, 

2006)

Patent applicants withhold 21-33% of relevant citations (Lampe 2012)

Authors can be their own “lexicographers”

Overlap of “two-word” terms occurring in patent text and general text to be fewer than 2% (Verberne et al. 

2010) 

“These [multi-word] terms are invented and defined ad hoc by the patent writers and will generally not end 

up in any dictionary or lexicon.” (D’hondt, 2009)

What do these strategic choices mean for the value of the ML tool?
• New source of bias: strategic inputs

• Is an application truly novel or strategically written?

• Adversarial ML: Hard to find adversarial “examples” for every possible input



Best Case Scenario: 
ML tool quickly and efficiently identifies 
prior art that quickly easily rejects 
obvious or non-novel patent 
applications. 

Worst Case Scenario:
ML tool focuses on what is salient in 
the application (not what is most 
relevant), identifies the wrong prior 
art, and leads inappropriate approval.

Examiners with domain-specific knowledge can bring in outside info to help redirect 
the machine to the most relevant prior art in the case of input incompleteness.



Two Observational Analyses
• Examine how patent language is changing over time
• Role of examiner experience in bringing in “outside knowledge” to address changing 

language

Experimental Evidence
• Task: Novice examiners examine 5 claims 

• Each claim should be rejected if the examiners can find the silver bullet.
• Randomize USPTO search tools (Boolean or ML)
• Randomize “expert advice” about how to search on the tool

Unique Silver Bullet 
Exists





How can we measure examiners bringing in outside knowledge?

Compare the text 
searched for in the SRNT 
file with the text in the 

patent application!



10 years experience 
 10-20% more 
unique contributions



Experimental Setting





Users of ML Look for Prior Art in Narrower Distribution



Levenshtein
distance: the 
number of 
deletions, 
insertions, or 
substitutions 
required to 
transform 
string “s” into 
string “t”.



Second Layer of 
Complementarities: 
Need CS&E 
background if using 
ML



Paper Wrap-Up

ML algorithms may be subject to strategically incomplete inputs, 

and thus make bad predictions.

Especially likely in the patent context, where patents are written 

strategically

Domain-Expertise and Vintage-Specific-Expertise are 

complementary to ML in this case.



What are the new tools/data here?

Tracking corpuses of words used in patents.

Can identify changes in words and word bundles (perhaps NLP)

Can maybe identify attempts at strategic writing: Patent had novel words, but was rejected.

Textual comparison of patents cited and patent applications

How does technology change similarity between cited patents and patent applications?

SRNT Files: Have actual search string data for examiners.

Can link searches for prior art to patent applications (and outcomes)

Study examiner searching behavior:

• Who searches more

• Who brings in more outside knowledge

• Study rate at which “new” words are searched for

• Help validate examiner FE as an IV strategy


